
SKID-STEER FORESTRY HEADS

DemanD Brilliance. 
For more details, go to Diamondmowers.com.

JD-SS-FBC-0915Patent No: US D731,559

DiamOnD SKiD-STeer FOreSTrY HeaD SPecS:

Product

60" Skid-Steer 
Forestry Head

Material

Cuts up to 14" material
Mulches up to 6" material

Head Weight

2,240 lbs.
 

Operating Requirements

32 – 40 GPM 

SHOW YOUR TEETH.

american PrOUD
For over four decades Diamond Mowers has built and sold only the toughest, smartest, most 
reliable heavy-duty equipment. And we do it all right here, in the United States of America.
Demand the Best. Demand Diamond.

DiamOnD mOWerS
350 East 60th st. N.

sioux Falls, sD  57104

800-658-5561



at Diamond Mowers, we build the best. Period. and we do it all in the usa. No wonder  

our heavy-duty equipment is the toughest, safest, and most reliable in the business. 

Demand Better. DemanD DiamOnD.

thERE’s NothiNG BEttER.

Skid-Steer ForeStry HeadS

ShieldS Up. Or dOwn. YOUr call.  

Diamond’s Forestry Head comes with a fully adjustable deflector shield with three different positions. When 

shield is down, it’s less likely to throw material and easier to control where the exhaust is distributed. As you 

raise the shield, the head becomes more productive and able to process the material more quickly. It’s your 

debris. Put it wherever you want.

readY TO wOrK.

You can’t wait to get our 60" Forestry 

Head into the field, so it comes already 

equipped with hoses and half-inch 

couplers. It can effectively mulch trees 

with diameters of up to 6" in seconds. 

Even trees over 14" don’t stand a chance.

Big jOBS gO dOwn eaSY.

Fixed teeth on the inside of the unit shell mulch material 
as the dish carries it through. And our patented planer 
knives in the center of the dish ensure that the entire 
dish can be used to mulch, eliminating the dead zone 
found on comparable equipment. 

The Diamond Skid-Steer Forestry Head comes with two 
different chutes. One chute is designed for straight 
stemmed hardwoods with a ramp that helps pull 
material already on the ground. 

 
 

The other chute is designed specifically for cedar trees 
and similarly bushy material with a larger throat to 
easily feed the material.

TeeTh ThaT will MaKe YOU SMile. 

Diamond’s Forestry Heads utilize just one style of tooth for 
simple care and maintenance. Tooth holders are precision-
located by machined holes for balance, and easy location 
for tooth replacement.

Each tooth can be easily sharpened for more efficient 
cutting and higher production. You can even extend the 
lifespan and improve operational costs by rotating teeth. 

 

The diaMOnd Spindle.

Our proven Diamond Spindle comes with a patented 
replaceable splined insert and self-adjusting straight  
roller bearings. Unlike most competitors’ heads—which  
are permanently affixed to the spindle—Diamond’s  
spindle features 6 bolts that make disc removal easy,  
and servicing hassle-free.

MIDDLE CLOSEDOPEN

DIAMOND SKID-STEER FORESTRY HEAD          

BeaT The drUM.
When you compare the two, Diamond’s Forestry head will beat a drum style head every time.

DEbrIS   Throws debris back at machine.          

MAtErIAl SIzE  Produces sawdust chips that 
    clog filters and coolers.

HOrSEPOWEr  Limited to hydraulic  
    horsepower of the machine.

GrOUND lEVEl  Stops at ground level, leaving  
    a stump.

PUllEYS vs. SPINDlE Uses pulleys and belts with   
    multiple failure points.

Throws material away from machine – 
Safer for operators. Easier on the gear.

Produces material approximately 2" in diameter – 
Quick decomposition. No clogging.

Disc design creates more power using inertia built up 
in the dish – Quickly gather and process trees.

Disc style allows you to cut below ground level –  
Try that with a drum.
 
Our drive spindle is simple and direct – With millions 
of hours of accumulated time on this spindle.

DRUM STYLE HEAD

Hardwood Chute Cedar tree Chute
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